IDS Conference Call Minutes  
May 16, 2019

This IDS Conference Call was stated at approximately 3:00 pm ET on May 16, 2019.

Attendees

Cihan Colakoglu       Kyocera  
Smith Kennedy         HP       
Ira McDonald           High North  
Brian Smithson        Ricoh  
Alan Sukert            Xerox  
Bill Wagner            TIC  
Rick Yardumian         Canon

Agenda Items

1. The slides that were reviewed at this Conference Call can be found at 
https://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/Presentation/IDS Conf Call 05-16-19.pdf. The topics we covered during the Conference Call were:
   • HCD PP Version 1.1 Status
   • HCD iTC Status (from the minutes of the May 13th Hardcopy Device (HCD) Technical Community (TC) Teleconference)
   • HCD Security Guide Status
   • Support for Other Standards Activities Related to HCD Security

2. The main points discussed at the Conference Call were as follows:
   • As part of the discussion on the HCD iTC Status we went through a document that Al had created that showed the differences between the version of the Essential Security Requirements (ESR) document created by the HCD Working Group (WG) and the ESR version created by the HCD TC (this comparison can be found at https://ftp.pwg.org/pub/pwg/ids/Presentation/HCD TC ESR vs HCD WG ESR Comparison.pdf). The HCD TC comments to the HCD WG version are due May 24th.
   • We spent some time talking about the new California “Password” Law that goes into effect Jan 1, 2020 and its impact on the HCD PP.
   • Ira mentioned that the HCD TC should look at the new draft Dedicated Security Components cPP for how that cPP addressed some of the terminology issues and SFRs around dedicated components like TPMs. This draft cPP can be found on the CC Portal at https://www.commoncriteriaportal.org/communities/dedicated_security_components.cfm.
   • Ira indicated that the HCD Security Guide he is developing should have the first draft available Q3/Q4 2019 with Version 1.0 issued in mid-2020.
   • Ira went through a detailed discussion of the current standards activities that have some relevance to HCD security. Among the topics he covered were:
     • SACM (Security Automation and Continuous Monitoring) – one of the topics that group’s standards cover is monitoring the health of endpoints (and an HCD in this context is an endpoint).
     • SAAG (Security Area Advisory Group) – It is a good service we can use to find out about security work.
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- The NIST SWA (Software Assurance) group is another good resource to investigate standards around the testing/assurance of HCD security.
- The IETF has a Security Dispatch List that we should look at.
- We agreed that starting at the next Conference Call we would include a regular discussion and status of standards activities related to HCD security.

Actions:

- **AI:** Confirm the NIAP position on inclusion of the TLS Package when a PP that has TLS requirements is updated.

Next Steps

- The next IDS Conference Call will be on May 30, 2019 at 3:00P ET / 12:00N PT.

This IDS Conference Call was completed at approximately 4:30 pm ET on May 16, 2019.